
 

 

 
 
December 14, 2022 
 
Daryl Pitfield 
Assistant Deputy Minister – Institutional Services 
Ministry of the Solicitor General – Correctional Services  
25 Grosvenor Street 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1Y6 
 
Cameron Pyl 
Director 
Labour Relations Policy and Fiscal Coordination Branch 
Centre for Public Sector Labour Relations and Compensation 
315 Front Street West, 6th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario M7A 0B8 
 
 
Dear Mr. Pitfield and Mr. Pyl 
 
Re:       Reorganization of Staffing in Adult Correctional Institutions  
 
You have asked OPSEU/SEFPO for comments regarding the organizational review and 
restructuring that was announced to Ministry staff on November 2, 2022.  We have now had the 
opportunity to review the materials that were provided to staff at that time, as well the 
information that was provided by the Ministry of the Solicitor General and Treasury Board 
Secretariat from our earlier discussions.  As summarized below, OPSEU/SEFPO and members 
of the Correctional Division have significant concerns regarding the intended reorganization and 
our discussions to date.  Note that this letter is without prejudice, and OPSEU/SEFPO reserves 
the right to raise additional questions or concerns as more information becomes available or 
upon further review of the Ministry’s communications with institutional management, which we 
understand are continuing to develop.   
 
First, the organizational review process over the last few months and the reorganization that 
was announced on November 2, 2022, do not reflect the commitments given by the Ministry 
after the release of the GSB decision in AMAPCEO v Ministry of the Solicitor General (GSB 
2013-4247).  As you know, the Arbitrator found that non-managerial employees who are 
classified as Sergeants/Youth Services Managers are properly within the Correctional 
bargaining unit represented by OPSEU/SEFPO.  The Ministry’s response to this decision was to 
initiate a review of supervisory and management functions with a view of eliminating the 
classification that was the subject of the arbitration.  The Ministry announced this review on May 
4, 2022, in a memo that says “We are committed to working with OPSEU on this matter” and 
“No final decision have been made…”. 
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We are frustrated that the Ministry has not yet met these commitments.  For example, we were 
surprised that the Ministry released its memo of November 2, 2022 with two extensive Q and A 
documents that had never been discussed and had no Union input.  The Ministry had not even 
disclosed that the Q and A documents were in development, even though the covering memo 
states that “the employer has disclosed this information to OPSEU.”  The Q and A documents 
also provide information concerning the reorganization that has never been discussed with the 
Union and that in our view raises significant concerns for operations and labour relations.  At the 
same time, the Ministry has still not responded or addressed the questions and concerns that 
the Union raised over the last few months concerning the position descriptions for the 
Correctional Supervisor and Staff Sergeant positions, and the distribution and hiring process for 
those positions.  To date, the meetings mostly been updates from the Employer rather than 
discussions as to next steps. 
 
As you know, the OPSEU SolGen-Corrections MERC team identified serious concerns with the 
reorganization at the MERC meeting on November 3, 2022.  Those concerns are essentially the 
following:  
 

1. The Ministry’s 9-step wage grid was not negotiated with the Union.  A 9-step grid is not 
the norm in the bargaining unit and has never been negotiated with the Union.  The grid 
that was announced also overlaps the CO1, CO2 and CO3 wage grids, and is not 
appropriate for the position description developed by the Ministry.  We expect that this 
grid will interfere with the Ministry’s stated intentions to provide greater developmental 
opportunities and create defined career pathways into leadership.  
 

2. There is an unacceptable overlap between the position descriptions for the new 
Correctional Supervisor position and the Staff Sergeant position that the Ministry intends 
to exclude.  For example, the Correctional Supervisor position includes responsibility or 
a role in correctional programming, the release of inmates, performance reviews of 
bargaining unit members, screening and searches of staff, and tracking of staff 
absenteeism or overtime.  There are also many bargaining unit duties listed in the 
position description for the new Staff Sergeant position, which do not appear to comply 
with the collective agreement.  As we have said for months, it is not clear yet on what 
basis the Ministry seeks to exclude a large number of Staff Sergeants from the 
bargaining unit. 
 

3. The number and distribution of Correctional Supervisor positions across the province 
has not been explained fully and appears unconnected to consistent principles.  The 
Ministry claims there was a thorough assessment to determine appropriate staffing 
allocations by institution, but has not provided any details of the process, findings, or 
basis for the results.  The Union’s position is that all institutions would require the 
Correctional Supervisor position, and the current allocation model is insufficient to be in 
compliance with the GSB decision. 
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4. The Ministry’s intention to directly assign excluded staff to the new Correctional 

Supervisor positions without a posting or competition is a violation of the collective 
agreement.  Hundreds of bargaining unit members have an interest in those new 
bargaining unit positions and their contractual right to apply for the positions must be 
respected.   

 
You indicated on November 3, 2022, that the Employer would review and follow up on our 
concerns.  To date, we have not received a response. 
 
In addition to the concerns that we identified on November 3, 2022, there are several other 
concerns that arise from our further review of the documents released on November 2, 
2022.  These include: 
 

• The Ministry has not provided staff with consistent detailed information concerning the 
pension implications for staff that move into the bargaining unit and so transfer from the 
OPB to the OPSEU Pension Trust.  It is not adequate to simply advise members to 
check with the OPB, particularly since the Ministry has indicated that it will directly 
assign some Sergeants into the bargaining unit and may do so as a negative election for 
Sergeants that do not respond within the Ministry’s deadlines.  Although we do not 
represent Sergeants or members of the OPB, we would ask the Ministry to prepare and 
provide staff with full information concerning the pension consequences of a transfer into 
a bargaining unit position.  
 

• The Q and A document issued on November 2, 2022, indicates that the Ministry intends 
to rely on FXT Correctional Supervisor positions.  In our view, the structural use of 
supervisory FXT positions is inconsistent with the Ministry’s stated vision to develop 
progressive institutional leaders and defined career pathways into leadership roles for 
institution staff.  The systematic use of FXT Correctional Supervisors is a violation of the 
collective agreement in our view.  
 

• We have not received any information from Treasury Board concerning an 
organizational review by the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services – 
Youth Justice Division.  As you know, the GSB decision has equal application to Youth 
Services Managers at youth detention centres.  The Parties are under the same GSB 
direction to consult and advise the GSB concerning next steps we would like to take.  
 

• We have not received any information from the Ministry on their vision of filling future 
vacancies in the Correctional Supervisor position. Currently there are multiple 
recruitment agreements covering bargaining unit positions that include negotiated 
methods of filling true vacancies. The Union would be interested in negotiating a similar 
recruitment agreement for the Correctional Supervisor position. 
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It is our view that the Ministry’s organizational review and reorganization raises significant 
concerns for operations and labour relations.  We ask that the Ministry and Treasury Board 
Secretariat place the reorganization on hold and engage in meaningful discussions with the 
Union regarding our outstanding requests for information and the questions and concerns noted 
above.   
 
As next steps, we would suggest convening a meeting to discuss the upcoming transition 
process and begin negotiations on the outstanding issues we have identified. 
 
We share the Ministry’s intention to develop progressive institutional leaders in a modernized 
correctional service.  We have supported the organizational review to date, and have sought to 
contribute in a meaningful way from the Union’s perspective.  We cannot continue to do so if the 
Ministry and Treasury Board Secretariat will not commit to a process of full and informed 
discussion of the issues summarized above.   
 
Yours truly,  
 

 
 
 
JP Hornick 
OPSEU/SEFPO President 
 
 

 

Chad Oldfield  

OPSEU/SEFPO SolGenMERC Union Co-Chair 

OPSEU/SEFPO BMERC Union Co-Chair 

 
cc:  Karen Ellis, Deputy Solicitor General – Correctional Services 
 Steven MacKay – Director – Negotiations Branch, TBS 
 Kevin Sawicki, Executive Director – Institutional Services 
 Bart Nowak – Director (a) HR Strategic Business Unit 
 Teresa Sauve – Director MCCSS-YJ 
 RM Kennedy, Executive Assistant to President Hornick 

Sandra Harper, OPSEU/SEFPO Negotiator 

 


